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High-level cognition requires structured representations of information in which abstract categoriesare linked to content. Experimental data point to specific subareas of the temporal lobe from whichcategorical information (like agent or patient in a sentence) can be decoded [1]. We present assemblyprojections [2], a general mechanism for attaching structural information to content based onassemblies of spiking neurons. We assume that content is encoded by sparse assemblies (similar tothe concept cells [3] found in the medial temporal lobe, Fig. A). When activated by input (Fig. B),content can be attached to semantic variables through the formation of a linked assembly in a separatepopulation (Fig. C-D). This link allows structural information to be read out at a later time, leadingto the reactivation of the content assembly. Assembly projections emerge through STDP in randomlywired spiking neural networks with divisive inhibition where the different populations are controlledby disinhibition. This models thus provides a very general mechanism for binding (i.e., tying togetherpieces of information) without relying on assumptions made by many classical models of bindinglike specific connectivity or special circuitry. As assembly projections also support a number ofelementary symbolic computations (e.g., comparing contents linked to different structural categories),they can serve as a building block for models capable of solving more demanding cognitive tasks.
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